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The Ghetto Litzmannstadt and Its Money
By David

Lodz, the second largest city in Poland, had been
known until World War II for its very fine textile in-
dustry. This city used to be called the "Polish Man-
chester." The Jews in Lodz, a minority of about 20,000,
held a key position in the textile industry of this city
and its trade. Soon after the Nazi invasion of Poland,
the name Lodz was changed by them to Litzmannstadt,
in memory of a German officer who was killed near Lodz
in the First World War.

When the Nazis entered Lodz, the darkest days of the
Middle Ages returned to the Jewish population. They
were deprived of all civil rights. Robbery, manslaughter
and banditry were their daily bread. In February, 1940.
all Jews were confined to a special quarter surrounded

Atsmony

by a high wall of barbed wire. This was the "Ghetto
Litzmannstadt." It is interesting to note that the mean-
ing of the word "ghetto" in Italian is an "iron foundry."
In the 16th century, the so-called "Jewish Quarters" in
Venice were located near a famous iron foundry.

By order of the German authorities special notes were
issued for the use of the Jews. The "Jewish Elderman in
Litzmannstadt" (Der Aelteste der Juden in Litzmann-
stadt), M. Rumkovsky, was made responsible for the
printing of these notes. The "Central Finance" Pool of
the Ghetto was ordered to execute the job.

The purposes of the Germans were: a) to isolate the
Jews in the Ghetto and to prevent them from getting in
touch with the world outside the wire fence, and b) plain

The 1 mark Litzmannstadt note, obverse and reverse.
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legal robbery. In house-to-house searches (Aktion), the
Germans confiscated all money and valuables possessed
by the Jews and in exchange gave "receipts" (Quittung
in German ) which, of course, had no practical value.

The notes were printed in the Ghetto printing house in
denominations of 50 pfennig, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 50
marks. The 10 and 20 mark notes were printed on two
kinds of paper, both with and without watermarks. They
were dated 15th May 1940 and signed by the Jewish
Elderman, M. Rumkovsky. Each note had an imprint of
the David Shield and the seven pointed candlestick.

The Elderman invited the well-known painter Brauner
to draw a sketch of the notes. The artist drew one
worthy of his calling, i.e., on the background of a rising
sun there was a man angrily shaking off his chains. The
Elderman was furious with rage and tore the fine sketch
to pieces.

The notes were of great value in the Ghetto, especially
after they were first issued and could buy the very few
necessities and services available. Some printers forged
the notes and put them into circulation very successfully,
but their brilliance turned out to be their trap. They

The 20 mark Litzmannstadt note, obverse and reverse.
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started to circulate the 2 mark notes even before the
authorities issued genuine notes!

After an extensive search, the Ghetto authorities located
the counterfeiters and handed them over to the Nazis.
While cross-examining the accused men, the Germans
found that the forgers were highly skilled craftsmen.
They were, therefore, transferred to the Sachsenhausen
concentration camp and attached to a group which was
counterfeiting the notes of the Bank of England.

As the paper used for printing the Ghetto notes was
of a very low quality, they were replaced with minted
aluminum coins, the 10 pfennig in 1942, and the 5, 10
and 20 marks in 1943.

In 1944 the Ghetto was liquidated by the Nazis. The
Jews were deported to the gas chambers of Auschwitz
and Chelmno. There the Nazis found the "final solution"
for the remnants of the once brilliant and famous Jewish
community of Lodz.
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The 50 pfennig Litzmannstadt note, obverse and reverse.

VIRGINIA NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION Invites You To Attend

SIXTH ANNUAL

COIN SHOW and CONVENTION
at the GEORGE WASHINGTON HOTEL in downtown

WINCHESTER, VA.
SEPTEMBER 18, 19 & 20, 1964

COIN AUCTION to be conducted by PAUL SEITZ

Friday Evening and Saturday Afternoon
(DIRECT ALL INQUIRIES PERTAINING TO AUCTION MATERIAL AND CATALOG TO

PAUL SEITZ, GLEN ROCK, PENNA.

Show opens—Friday, 1 p. m. to 10 p. m.; Saturday, 9 a. m. to 10 p. m.; Sunday, 12 noon to 6 p. m.

ADMISSION FREE 	 PUBLIC WELCOME

Children Under 12 Admitted With Adults Only

MANY FINE EXHIBITS 	 FREE DOOR PRIZES

Hosted by SHENANDOAH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY, Winchester, Virginia

SPECIAL FEATURE
Re-enactment of the BATTLE OF OPEQUON or WINCHESTER will be staged by reacti-

vated Civil War infantry, cavalry and artillery units Saturday afternoon.
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